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ABSTRACT
We increasingly live in cyber-physical spaces – spaces that are both
physical and digital, and where the two aspects are intertwined.
Such spaces are highly dynamic and typically undergo continuous
change. Software engineering can have a profound impact in this
domain, by defining suitable modeling and specification notations
as well as supporting design-time formal verification. In this pa-
per, we present a methodology and a technical framework which
support modeling of evolving cyber-physical spaces and reason-
ing about their spatio-temporal properties. We utilize a discrete,
graph-based formalism for modeling cyber-physical spaces as well
as primitives of change, giving rise to a reactive system consisting
of rewriting rules with both local and global application conditions.
Formal reasoning facilities are implemented adopting logic-based
specification of properties and according model checking proce-
dures, in both spatial and temporal fragments. We evaluate our
approach using a case study of a disaster scenario in a smart city.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Computing and communication capabilities are increasingly embed-
ded into physical spaces thus blurring the boundary between com-
putational and physical worlds; typically, this is the case in modern
cyber-physical systems, like smart buildings or smart cities, here-
after called space-dependent systems. Conceptually, we consider
such a composite environment as a cyber-physical space (CPSp),
which consists of interrelated computational and physical entities.
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Like any other software-intensive system, a CPSp is not a static
construct. Dynamic actions (e.g. performed by agents) generate con-
tinuous change, leading to the notion of an evolving cyber-physical
space. Thus an evolving CPSp must face the manifold challenges of
dynamism – change may affect e.g. safety, security, or reliability
requirements [50, 51] of the overall space-dependent system.

Formally modeling space and its change as well as reasoning
about various properties of evolving space are crucial prerequisites
for engineering dependable evolving CPSp. Our approach targets
the critical system requirements phase, where a way to obtain
formal assurances about the system is highly sought. This phase
enables verifying requirements in the early stages of design, be-
fore implementing the actual system. Additionally, such high-level
reasoning can aid in analysis of system behavior after deployment,
or used for bootstrapping adaptation at runtime. Elementary prop-
erties of an evolving spatial environment of a software-intensive
system can be roughly classified into three kinds:

(spatial; local): Most properties of space are locally bounded,
i.e. they refer to direct, elementary relationships between
entities or sets of entities forming a pre-defined structural
pattern or anti-pattern.

(spatial; global): In more advanced cases, we have to predicate
about spatial properties which are non-local in the sense
that the entities of interest may be arbitrarily distributed in
space. Proximity and reachability, for instance, are two kinds
of spatial relationships which play an important role in an
evolving CPSp.

(temporal): Concerning the temporal dimension, we typically
quantify over system states along one or several execution
paths; i.e. we are interested in behavioral characteristics of
certain events or system properties.

A plethora of approaches are actively investigated by the re-
search community to support reasoning about properties of one of
these kinds. For example, graphs and graph pattern matching [16]
provide suitable methods to deal with local spatial properties, while
model checking based on various forms of spatial [46] and tempo-
ral logics [14] provides a rigorous approach for the verification of
global spatial and temporal system properties, respectively. How-
ever, there is a considerable lack of approaches covering all of
the above listed kinds of properties at the same time. This is a
significant deficiency concerning the engineering of dependable
space-and-time-dependent systems, since the properties of interest
are often complex spatio-temporal properties. Informally speaking,
a complex spatio-temporal property refers to behavioral character-
istics (temporal) of spatial relationships (spatial; global) of complex
structures (spatial; local).

In this paper, we argue that software engineering (SE) can have
a profound impact in engineering of space-and-time-dependent
systems, by defining suitable modeling and specification notations
as well as supporting design-time formal verification. The typi-
cal SE approach –provide a suitable model amenable for analysis
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and use it to validate a design– is applied to the domain of CPSp.
Thus, we present a methodology and a technical framework which
support modeling of evolving CPSp and reasoning about complex
spatio-temporal properties of the overall systems. We contextify
our approach within cyber-physical systems where the space –
computational or physical– they operate in can be abstracted as
a discrete and relational structure. This viewpoint is complemen-
tary to other approaches which target continuous aspects. Our
modeling approach grounds on Bigraphs and Bigraphical Reactive
Systems [37], a modeling formalism proposed by Robin Milner as a
fundamental theory for structures in ubiquitous computing. The
idea of bigraphs is based on two fundamental concepts of discrete
spaces: locality and connectivity. Locality is expressed in terms of a
tree-based containment hierarchy, while connectivity is expressed
by a hypergraph orthogonal to the containment structure. Possible
local reconfigurations are expressed as rewriting rules called reac-
tion rules, yielding a Bigraphical Reactive System (BRS). As a first
contribution, we extend bigraphical rewriting such that reaction
rules can be equipped with non-local application conditions.

The main contribution of this paper is a technical framework for
integrating several fundamental techniques to support reasoning
about complex spatio-temporal properties of a BRS-based model
of evolving space. Reasoning facilities are implemented adopting
logic-based specification of properties and according model check-
ing procedures. Locally bounded spatial properties are expressed as
bigraphical patterns which may be composed through logical for-
mulae, and bigraphical matching is used as a fundamental technique
to locate the points in space where such formulae hold. Concerning
checking of global spatial properties, we interpret a bigraphical
model as a so-called closure space [26], paving the way for adopting
a spatial logic for closure spaces alongwith the functionality of a cor-
responding model checker [11]. Similarly, concerning checking of
temporal properties, state transition models can be obtained from a
BRS, serving as the underlying evaluationmodel for model checking
based on a temporal logic. We restrict the combination of the above
components to be suited for engineering dependable systems such
that complexity of spatio-temporal reasoning in evolving spaces is
manageable and expressiveness is not compromised. We demon-
strate the applicability of our approach using a disaster scenario in a
smart city environment as a case study, and evaluate the scalability
of verification procedures for typical spatio-temporal properties in
experiments using city environments of varying model sizes.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 intro-
duces a smart office environment as a motivating scenario serving
as a running example throughout the paper. Section 3 presents
our approach to modeling space using bigraphs as the underlying
modeling formalism. Section 4 is dedicated to the adaptation of
spatial logics for closure spaces to bigraphs. In Sec. 5, modeling
of evolutionary dynamics of a space is illustrated, while in Sec. 6,
we integrate the spatial and temporal dimension, introducing our
framework for reasoning about complex spatio-temporal properties.
Section 7 evaluates our approach using a case study; related work
is considered in Sec. 8, and Sec. 9 concludes the paper.

2 MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
In this section, we introduce a smart office environment as a mo-
tivating scenario and serving as running example of an evolving

CPSp throughout the paper. It is inspired by the context-aware
printing system originally described in [21] and later used in differ-
ent variations in [31]. We begin with a brief description of the static
structure of the cyber-physical space and then consider its dynam-
ics, i.e. possible ways in which the system may change over time.
Finally, we introduce a spatio-temporal property which represents
a possible requirement that should be verified on the design. The
example is presented in an informal manner; a concrete instance as
well as its formalization will be presented in the following sections.

The cyber-physical space consists of an office environmentwhich
contains rooms; rooms may be connected through doors, which are
either locked or unlocked. Rooms may contain computers, printers,
and users. A printer may print only one job at a time; all other
jobs submitted to a printer are queued in the printer’s spool. The
following possible changes in the cyber-physical space constitute
the dynamics of our example:

(jobToSpool): A user may submit a print job to a print spool
through a computer which is connected to the same network
as the respective printer; this may occur through arbitrary
hops over networked computers.

(jobToPrinter): Jobs may be transferred from the print spool to
its associated printer if there is currently no other job being
processed.

Please note that other possible changes such as locking/unlocking
doors or users moving in the physical space may be part of the
example domain, but not part of our system model. Besides the
static structure and dynamics presented, the following requirement
needs to be fulfilled by the design of a concrete office environment:

Users must always be able to print jobs, and the room where
the respective printer is located must be reachable through
unlocked doors to collect printouts.

The requirement is an example of a spatio-temporal property of
the system; it contains elementary predicates of different kinds.
It has the temporal feature of “always”, implying assurance of a
predicate over time. It also includes spatial features with a both
locally bounded and global scope. The predicate “the room the
respective printer is located”, is a locally bounded spatial predicate;
it refers to a relation between a room and a printer. The requirement
also contains a globally scoped predicate of “reachability” of a room
by a user in specific circumstances, i.e. “through unlocked doors”.

3 MODELING SPACE
In themetaphysical relational theory of space [1], space is composed
of relations between entities, and space cannot exist in the absence
of matter. This fundamentally gives rise to a graph structure that
represents a topology; entities are represented by nodes, while
relations between entities are represented by edges. In the following,
a space will arise from two kinds of relations between entities:
containment, signifying that an entity is located within another,
and linking, signifying that two entities are connected in some way.

3.1 Modeling Space with Bigraphs
Bigraphs [37] are a formalism for structures in ubiquitous comput-
ing, which deals with both containment and linking among entities.
A bigraph consists of two graphs. A place graph is a forest, a set
of trees defined over a set of nodes. A link graph is a hypergraph
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over the same set of nodes and a set of edges, each linking an ar-
bitrary number of nodes. Connections of an edge with its nodes
are called ports. Place and link graphs are orthogonal, and edges
between nodes can cross locality boundaries. Nodes are typed; the
node types are called controls in bigraphical terminology. Bigraphs
provide a concise and yet very expressive way to model relations in
space and they are depicted graphically in an intuitive way. The bi-
graphs presented here are pure (non binding) and concrete; placing
and linking are independent structures, and nodes and edges have
discrete identifiers [36]. To simplify the notation, we ignore arities
of controls and details related to bigraph composition, i.e. inner
and outer interfaces of bigraphs. What follows is a rather informal
presentation as used in the scope of this paper; the interested reader
may refer to the work of Milner [37] for complete definitions and
proofs of the bigraphical theory.

P.Q Nestinд (P contains Q) (1a)
P | Q Juxtaposit ion of nodes (1b)
−i Site numbered i (1c)
Kw Node with control K havinд por ts w (1d)
W ∥ R Juxtaposit ion of biдraphs (1e)

Bigraphs can be described in algebraic terms (Formulae 1a-1e)
or with an equivalent rigorous graphical representation. P, Q , and
K are controls of bigraph nodes; controls are names that define a
node’s type. Nodes can be structured hierarchically through the
containment relationship, expressed in Formula 1a. Two nodes may
be placed at the same hierarchical structure level, as shown in
Formula 1b. Additionally, bigraphs can contain sites, a special kind
of node (Formula 1c) that denotes a placeholder; sites can be used to
indicate presence of unspecified nodes. Each node can be associated
with a number of named ports. If a single node of a given type exists
in the bigraph, the control uniquely identifies that node. Otherwise,
we use a port name as a way to uniquely identify it. In Formula 1d
the node identified by control K has port names w. Equally named
ports in a formula are connected forming a hyper-edge, called link
in the sequel. Moreover, we will use the wildcard ? to denote any
port name(s). Bigraphs form rooted hierarchies; in Formula 1e,W
and R indicate different roots.
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Figure 1: Bigraphical instance of a smart office environment.

Figure 1 shows a graphical representation of a bigraph modeling
the space of a concrete instance of a smart office environment as
introduced in Sec. 2. Room and User are examples of node controls
signifying a node type. Containment is represented graphically by
nesting a node inside another;User contains a Job. Sites, graphically
represented as shaded boxes, denote the presence of unspecified
nodes, as e.g. in the case of Spool which may contain an arbitrary
number of Job nodes. Ports, graphically represented as black bullets,
indicate linking of a node to a name – forming the link graph. They
may be used to identify nodes of a certain type, e.g., cleo as a User.
Ports can also be linked together to form named edges; for example,
edge wifi between two PC nodes represents wireless connectivity
between them. Finally, the dotted outer box graphically represents
a root. Using the algebraic notation, the same bigraph of Fig. 1 can
be partially represented as in Formula 2.

Rooma .(PClan | Printerlan,sp | −0) | Spoolsp .(−1) | (2)
Doora,b .(Unlocked) | Roomf .(Usercleo .(Jobcleo) | −2) | −3 .

More formally, a bigraph arises from two superimposed relations:
nesting and linking. Let VB be a set of nodes and K the set of types
of nodes, called controls. Let ctrlB : VB → K be a typing function,
called control map. A place graph is a tuple:

BP = (VB, ctr lB, prntB, K )

where prntB : VB → VB is an acyclic parent mapping modeling
nesting. A link graph is a tuple:

BL = (VB, EB, ctr lB, l inkB, K )

where EB is a finite set of edges and linkB : EB → 2VB is a
link mapping assigning each edge the set of nodes which are con-
nected by that edge. Finally, a bigraph B consists of BP and BL :
B = (VB ,EB , ctrlB ,prntB , linkB ,K).

4 REASONING ON SPACE
In this section, we present our approach to reasoning about spatial
properties of (finite) bigraphical models of space, covering both
locally bounded and global spatial properties. The approach is based
on SLCS [11], an extension of the topological semantics of modal
logics to closure spaces, a closure space being a generalization of a
standard topological space [26]. In Sec. 4.1, we provide a context for
evaluating spatial predicates, i.e. an evaluation model whereupon
truth values of relations in the space described by a bigraph can be
verified. In Sec. 4.2, we introduce syntax and semantics of our form
of SLCS serving as a spatial logic for bigraphical models of space.

4.1 Evaluation Model of Space
As a prerequisite to reasoning about spatial properties, we step-
wise develop an evaluation model throughout the remainder of this
section. Since we ground our approach on SLCS, a spatial logic for
closure spaces, we first recall basic definitions of closure spaces
before we show how to automatically derive closure spaces over
bigraphs. Thereupon, we define our notion of a bigraphical closure
model, which is a bigraphical closure space equipped with a valua-
tion function associating each point in the closure space with a set
of atomic propositions that hold for that point.
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4.1.1 Closure Spaces over Bigraphs. A closure space is a notion
originating from the field of mathematical topology, built upon
what can be informally referred as the “least possible enlargement”
of a set. Formally, a closure space is a pair (X ,C) where X is a set,
and the closure operator C : 2X → 2X assigns to each subset A of
X its closure, such that for all A,B ⊆ X :

C(∅) = ∅; A ⊆ C(A) and C(A ∪ B) = C(A) ∪ C(B).(3)

The elements of X are called the points of the closure space
(X ,C). For any subset A ⊆ X , we define the complement of A in
X as A = X \ A. For each A ⊆ X , the interior I(A) of A is the
set C(A). Moreover, the boundary of a set informally refers to the
set of elements which can be approached both from inside it and
from outside of it. Formally, the boundary of A ⊆ X is defined as
B(A) = C(A) \ I(A). Two more variants of boundary exist, the
interior boundary B−(A) = A \ I(A), and the closure boundary
B+(A) = C(A) \A.

As shown in [11, 26], every graph forwhich the set of edges forms
a binary relation induces a closure space, called a quasi-discrete
closure space, by interpreting closure as the adjacency of nodes.
Thus, the idea of obtaining a closure space from a bigraph, in the
following referred to as a bigraphical closure space, is to transform a
bigraph into a simple graph. Basically, this transformation follows
the approach presented in [31]. Bigraphical nodes (excluding sites)
are mapped to simple graph nodes, and the hyperlink structure
is flattened such that every bigraphical link is represented by a
dedicated node of the simple graph, this node being adjacent to the
simple graph nodes corresponding to the bigraphical nodes which
are connected by the link. In contrast to [31], which uses graphs
with containment to represent node hierarchies, bigraphical nesting
relationships are also represented by nodes in a simple graph to
treat containment and linking in a uniform way.

Figure 2 shows an example of a simple graph obtained from the
bigraph of Fig. 1, where nodes representing bigraphical nesting
relationships are unlabelled. This simple graph may be interpreted
as a bigraphical closure space, its nodes representing the points
of the closure space. Closure, interior and boundary of a set of
points can be intuitively obtained based on adjacency relationships.
For example, if A = {lan}, we have I(A) = ∅, B−(A) = {lan}
C(A) = {Printer , PC, PC, lan} and B+(A) = {Printer , PC, PC}.

Formally, let B = (VB ,EB , ctrlB ,prntB , linkB ,K) be a bigraph,
and B′ with V ′

B ⊆ VB , E ′B ⊆ EB , prnt ′B ⊆ prntB and link ′B ⊆ linkB
its corresponding bigraph excluding sites, expressed by a mapping
exclB : B → B′. The transformation of B into a corresponding
simple undirected graphG = (V ,E), whereV is its set of nodes and
E ⊆

{
{x ,y} | x ,y ∈ V

}
is its set of edges, is defined for B′, yielding

a bijective mapping:

τ ′ : V ′
B ∪ E ′B ∪ prnt ′B → V (4)

for which the following two conditions hold:
• The nesting of places in B′ coincides with the adjacency
structure in G: ∀ (v ′1,v

′
2) ∈ prnt ′B there are v,v1,v2 ∈ V

with v = τ ′
(
(v ′1,v

′
2)
)
, v1 = τ ′(v ′1), v2 = τ

′(v ′2) and we have
{v,v1}, {v,v2} ∈ E.

• The linking structure in B′ coincides with the adjacency
structure in G: ∀ e ′ ∈ E ′B and (e ′,v ′1), (e

′,v ′2), ..., (e
′,v ′n ) ∈

Figure 2: Bigraphical closure space obtained from the bi-
graph of Fig. 1, with occurrences of pattern User?.(Job?).

link ′B , there are v,v1,v2, ..., vn ∈ V with v = τ ′(e ′),v1 =
τ ′
(
(e ′,v ′1)

)
, v2 = τ ′

(
(e ′,v ′2)

)
, ..., vn = τ ′

(
(e ′,v ′n )

)
and we

have {v,v1}, {v,v2}, ..., {v,vn } ∈ E.
Given a simple graph G = (V ,E) obtained from B, i.e. G = τ (B)

with τ
def
= τ ′ ◦ exclB , a closure space (V ,C) may be derived from

G where the closure operator C is obtained from E as in Formula 5.

C(A) = A ∪ {x ∈ V | ∃ a ∈ A : {a,x} ∈ E} (5)

4.1.2 Bigraphical Closure Model. Now that we have defined
how to obtain closure spaces over bigraphs, a second prerequisite
for defining a spatial logic is to associate each point x ∈ V of a
bigraphical closure space (V ,C) with a set of atomic propositions
that hold for that point. A conventional approach, similar to the one
taken in [11], would be to use labels of nodes in the simple graph
G = (V ,E) as atomic propositions. Instead, we lift the specification
of atomic propositions to the bigraphical level. The idea is that
the developer specifies bigraphical patterns representing locally
bounded spatial structures of interest, typically complex entities
such as a User holding a print Job. Occurrences of such a pattern
may be found in a bigraph B using bigraph matching [4, 28], and
can be mapped to the bigraphical closure space induced by B. The
set of atomic propositions that hold for a particular point x ∈ V
is finally defined as the set of pattern occurrences of which x is
a part of. For example, for the bigraphical closure space of Fig. 2
obtained from the bigraph of Fig. 1, occurrences of the pattern
p1 = User? .(Job?) in the bigraphical closure space are identified by
dotted rectangles. Thus, p1 holds for every point being part of an
occurrence of this pattern.

More formally, let P be the overall set of bigraph patterns speci-
fied by the developer. Moreover, given a pattern p ∈ P , let O(B,p)
be the set of all occurrences of this pattern in a bigraph B. For each
occurrence o ∈ O(B,p), there is a corresponding subgraph τ (o) ⊆ G
in the simple graphG = τ (B) yielding the bigraphical closure space
over B. We finally define a bigraphical closure model:

M =
(
(V , C), v

)
(6)

as a pair consisting of a bigraphical closure space (V ,C) induced
by a graph G = τ (B) obtained from a bigraph B, and a valuation
function v : P → 2V assigning to each bigraphical pattern p ∈ P
the set of points in V which are part of an occurrence of p in B
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mapped to G, i.e. for every p ∈ P :

v(p) =
{
x ∈ V | x ∈

⋃
o∈O (B,p)

τ (o)
}
.(7)

4.2 Verification in Space
Building upon the previously defined fundamental operators of
closure and boundary, we proceed to briefly outline the syntax and
semantics of SLCS [11], a spatial logic for closure spaces. The logic
will be evaluated upon bigraphical closure models M, described
previously. Essentially, a formula consists of propositions repre-
senting bigraphical patterns along with SLCS operators. The SLCS
logic features boolean operators, a “one step” modality turning
closure into a logical operator, and a surrounds operator. Given that
p is drawn from a set of bigraph patterns P , the syntax of SLCS is
defined by the following grammar:

ϕ ::= p | ⊤ | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ψ | C ϕ | ϕ S ψ . (8)

In Formula 8, ⊤ denotes true, ¬ is negation, ∧ is conjunction,
C is the closure operator, and S is the spatial surrounds operator.
Satisfaction M,x |= ϕ of formula ϕ at point x in model M =

((V ,C),v) is defined by induction on those terms:

M, x |= p ⇔ x ∈ v(p);
M, x |= ⊤ ⇔ true ;
M, x |= ¬ϕ ⇔ not M, x |= ϕ ;
M, x |= ϕ ∧ψ ⇔ M, x |= ϕ and M, x |= ψ ;
M, x |= C ϕ ⇔ x ∈ C(y ∈ V | M, y |= ϕ);
M, x |= ϕ S ψ ⇔ ∃A ⊆ X : x ∈ A ∧

∀y ∈ A : M, y |= ϕ ∧ ∀z ∈ B+(A) : M, z |= ψ .

(9a)
(9b)
(9c)
(9d)
(9e)
(9f)

More complex logical operators can be defined based on the
fundamental operators of closure and surrounds. In the following,
we illustrate those being useful in the context of this paper and
later used for the evaluation of our approach in Sec. 7. First, we
introduce a notion of nearness, i.e. two nodes in a bigraph which are
either linked or in a nesting relationship. The corresponding points
of such nodes in the bigraphical closure space can be found two
steps away from another since linking and nesting relationships are
represented by dedicated points (see Sec. 4.1). Since our aim is to
specify spatial properties on the bigraph level, we define nearness
by nesting applications of the closure operator:

N ϕ
def
= C(Cϕ).(10)

Formula 11a is satisfied for the PC connected to the Printer in the
upper left part of Fig. 1 since these nodes are linked to each other
(due to the link graph). Similarly, Formula 11b is satisfied for the
Printer since it is located in the printer Room (due to the place graph).

PC? ∧ N Printer? . (11a)
Printer? ∧ N Room? . (11b)

Operator N can be applied arbitrarily often to predicate about bi-
graph nodes being in a defined proximity from each other. Moreover,
N can be also utilized to predicate about the nearness or proximity
of complex entities specified as bigraphical patterns. We further

consider operators being defined based on the spatial surrounds
operator [11]; weak reachability (R) and strong reachability (T):

ϕ R ψ
def
= ¬

(
(¬ψ ) S (¬ϕ)

)
,

ϕ T ψ
def
= ϕ ∧

(
(ϕ ∨ψ ) R ψ

)
.

(12)

(13)

A point x satisfies ϕ R ψ if either ψ is satisfied by x or there
exists a sequence of points starting from x , all satisfying ϕ, leading
to a point satisfying both ϕ and ψ . Utilizing the notion of weak
reachability, we can define a strong reachability operator T , where
ϕ Tψ is satisfied for a point x if it satisfies ϕ and we can reach a
point satisfyingψ while passing only by points satisfying ϕ. Please
note that ϕ andψ are again specified on the bigraph level, i.e. using
bigraph patterns. For example, consider Formula 14 which specifies
a Spool being reachable from a Room in which a Printer is located. It
is satisfied for the Room in the upper left corner of Fig. 1.

Room?(Printer? | −0)) R Spool?. (14)
Building upon these operators, we can further define a more

complex “reach through” operatorℜ (Formula 15). It is satisfied for
a point x if x satisfies ϕ and there is a sequence of points starting
from x , all satisfyingψ , reaching a target point satisfying ζ .

ϕ ℜ(ψ ) ζ def
= ϕ T

(
(ψ T ζ ) ∧ (ψ T ϕ)

)
. (15)

For an example illustrating the use of the derived ℜ operator, con-
sider Formula 16; it specifies that from the room in which User cleo
is located, a room in which a Printer is located can be reached by
traversing Rooms or unlocked Doors. Note that there is no point
satisfying Formula 16 in the bigraphical closure model of Fig. 2,
since the room in which User cleo is located has a locked door to
another Room.

Room? .(Usercleo . −0 | −1) ℜ (16)(
Door? .(Unlocked) ∨ Room? .(−2)

)
Room? .(Printersp | −3).

So far, we have considered the satisfaction of an SLCS predicate
at a particular point of a bigraphical closure model. In our model
checking procedure, SLCS formulae are evaluated over the whole
space represented by the bigraphical closure model obtained from a
bigraph. Initially, following the model checking approach presented
in [10], such an evaluation yields the set of points of the bigraphical
closure space where the formula is true. We finally return a truth
value which indicates the existence of points in the bigraphical
closure model for which the evaluated formula is true, i.e. if the set
obtained in the initial step is non-empty. Thus, model checking of
Formulae 11a, 11b and 14 on our example evaluates to true, while
Formula 16 evaluates to false.

5 MODELING DYNAMICS OF SPACE
Space is rarely static, thus a formalism for modeling evolving spatial
systems should also capture system dynamics to enable reasoning
about the effects of changes in space.

Bigraphical Reactive Systems (BRS) [37] extend bigraphs with
well defined semantics of dynamic behavior expressed as a set
of rules. BRS essentially allow describing possible ways in which
the structure of the space can evolve through the application of
transformation rules which selectively rewrite parts of a bigraph;
they are called reaction rules. Reaction rules have the general form
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of R → R′, where R is called the redex and R′ is called the reactum;
both the redex and reactum are bigraphs. If an occurrence of a
redex can be found in the host bigraph, it may be replaced by
the reactum, in a fashion similar to graph rewriting [17]. Redex
and reactum can be considered as patterns, and the mechanism for
finding occurrences of a redex is the same as the one outlined in
the previous section for identifying parts of a bigraph that match a
pattern. Intuitively, given an initial configuration of space specified
by a bigraph and a set of reaction rules, new configurations may
be generated by repeatedly applying reactions.

For example, the action jobToPrinter of our example smart office
may be specified as in Formula 17. Utilizing the parameter matching
facilities of the formalism through sites, the Job linked to name n is
moved from the Spool to the respective Printer, while other entities
found in the spool are not modified, as they are matched to the
respective sites. By omitting specification of a site in the redex’s
Printer node, we would allow matching only when the printer does
not contain other jobs. Moreover, by juxtaposing two bigraphs, we
indicate that the Spool may reside in a different hierarchy; indeed,
it is found outside a Room in Fig. 1.

Printersp ∥ Spoolsp .(Jobn | −0) → (17)
Printersp .(Jobn) ∥ Spoolsp .(−0).

Observe that a reaction rule’s redex specifies spatial, local ap-
plication conditions only. However, we also need an extension of
the bigraphical rewriting approach such that reaction rules can
be equipped with additional non-local application conditions. To
understand this requirement better, consider the change inherent
in jobToSpool of our smart office example, where a user may submit
a print job to a print spool through a computer which is connected
to the same network as the respective printer. Here, connectivity
of a computer to a printer may be established over multiple net-
work hops. To specify such a redex in a conventional manner, one
would have to enumerate every possible way in which a computer
and printer are connected through an arbitrary number of nodes;
something infeasible. To that end, we take advantage of the expres-
sive power of SLCS predicates on space to specify spatial, global
application conditions. Reaction rules are now permitted to take the
form [condition] R → R′, where condition is a spatial predicate
(Formula 8). If the pattern identified by the redex R is matched
and the (global) application condition condition is satisfied, the
redex is rewritten by the reactum. Note that there is no syntactic
constraint on the specification of non-local application conditions
of a reaction.

In Formula 18, such a global application condition is specified
preceding the redex. Using the “reach through” operator previously
defined, we can encode the change primitive jobToSpool as follows:[

PClan ℜ(lan | wifi | PClan) Printersp
]

(18)
PClan ∥ Printersp ∥ Spoolsp .(−0) ∥ Usern .(Jobn) →

PClan ∥ Printersp ∥ Spoolsp .(Jobn | −0) ∥ Usern .

6 REASONING ON EVOLVING
SPATIAL CONFIGURATIONS

Since spatial configurations may change over time as discussed
above, a formal model is needed to systematically treat change and

enable reasoning on the changing system’s behavior. In Sec. 6.1,
we illustrate state transition models that can be obtained from a
BRS, serving as the underlying evaluation model for reasoning on
evolving configurations with a temporal logic, discussed in Sec. 6.2.
Finally, we discuss complexity considerations in Sec. 6.3.

6.1 Evolving Spatial Configurations
Let us assume that a CPSp is specified by a BRS, which describes an
initial configuration and a set of reaction rules describing its pos-
sible evolution. To enable automated reasoning, we transform the
specification into an equivalent transition system generally known
as a Kripke Structure (KS [14]) – a tuple K = (S, T, I,BP, L) where:

• S is a set of states describing configurations of space,
• R ⊆ S × S is a set of transitions between states,
• I ⊆ S is a set of initial states,
• BP is a set of atomic propositions,
• L : S → 2BP is a function that labels each state with the set
of propositions that are true in that state.

States of K describe bigraphical configurations of space, while
transitions describe how the configuration of the system can change
bymoving from one state to its successors. Starting from a BRS spec-
ification, interpreting it over a KS means describing its evolution
based on the application of reaction rules. The set of propositions
that label a state can be systematically generated by declaratively
encoding the corresponding bigraph configuration. Starting from
an initial state (i ∈ I) of the system representing an initial config-
uration, the BRS-based specification is interpreted by generating
states according to the reactions. At each step, a set of successor
states is produced yielding the branching Kripke Structure, where
transitions reflect the changes of a bigraphical configuration over
time. Each of these configurations representing a snapshot of space
are encoded in states (through BP propositions). Since in each state
generically more than one reaction can be applicable, K is non-
deterministic. In practice, computation of L and R corresponds to
the matching problem [4] and can be automated by configuring
existing frameworks (e.g. [43],[40]). We further consider that tran-
sitions of K are non-blocking, i.e. ∀s ∈ S,∃s ′ ∈ S : (s, s ′) ∈ R.

Usercleo.(Jobcleo)
Usererato.(Joberato)
Spoolsp.(-1) ...

a Usercleo  ...
Usererato.(Joberato)
Spoolsp.(Jobcleo | -1)

b Usercleo  ...
Printersp.(Joberato)
Spoolsp.(Jobcleo | -1)

c

... ... ...

...

Figure 3: KS fragment showing a violating sequence.

Figure 3 shows a fragment of a KS corresponding to the evolution
of the example. Propositions on states encode bigraphical configu-
rations; state a represents the initial configuration of Fig. 1, where
Users have print jobs. In state b, a user’s Job has been moved to the
Spool due to the execution of a jobToSpool reaction. In state c , that
Job is still in the Spool, and another user’s Job is in the Printer, indi-
cating some previous execution of a jobToPrinter reaction. Having
obtained a KS representing the evolution of a configuration through
the application of reaction rules, properties can be expressed in a
temporal logic and formally verified.
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6.2 Reasoning on Evolving Configurations
In the following, we describe how to predicate over the behavior of
spatial properties of a bigraphical space over time. To that end, we
discuss an integration of our approach to spatial reasoning with
Linear Temporal Logic (LTL [14]), a logic with modalities referring
to time. Please note that this integration is not binding; other tem-
poral logics may also be used, and the approach as presented in the
following is generically applicable. Let LTL ◦SLCS over bigraphs be
the spatio-temporal language according to the following definition:

τ ::= p | ⊤ | ¬τ | τ ∧ τ | C τ | τ S τ (19a)
ϕ ::= τ | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ⃝ ϕ | ϕ U ϕ . (19b)

Formulae 19a-19b describe the structure of terms and property
formulae of the language. The language consists of temporal and
spatial fragments; the spatial fragment corresponds to SLCS as in-
troduced in Sec. 4, and the temporal fragment to LTL. Evaluation
models are structures K as previously illustrated. In the combined
logic, spatial predicates are terms, and formulae are constructed
by intermixing them with temporal operators. Spatial predicates
express spatial relations of bigraphs and are interpreted over states
of K, while LTL properties express temporal properties and are in-
terpreted over sequences of K and verified through model checking.

The semantics of a formula ϕ is defined over an infinite sequence
σ of truth assignments to spatial propositions π resulting from
spatial terms of Formulae 19a. We denote the set of propositions
that are true at position i of the sequence by σ (i) . We recursively
define whether sequence σ satisfies formula ϕ at position i (denoted
σ , i |= ϕ) as:

σ , i |= π , ⇔ π ∈ σ (i);
σ , i |= ¬ϕ, ⇔ σ , i¬ |= ϕ ;
σ , i |= ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2, ⇔ σ , i |= ϕ1 or σ , i |= ϕ2;
σ , i |= ϕ, ⇔ σ , i + 1 |= ϕ ;
σ , i |= ϕ1 U ϕ2, ⇔ ∃k ≥ i : σ , k |= ϕ2 ∧ ∀i ≤ j < k : σ , j |= ϕ1 .
Intuitively, the formula ⃝ϕ expresses that ϕ is true in the the

next position in the sequence, and the formula ϕ1 U ϕ2 expresses
the property that ϕ1 is true until ϕ2 becomes true. The sequence
σ satisfies formula ϕ if σ , 0 |= ϕ. Given fundamental temporal op-
erators ⃝ ("next") and U ("until"), we can derive additional ones
such as ⋄ϕ = true U ϕ ("eventually") and □ϕ = ¬ ⋄ ¬ϕ ("always").
Finally, we can encode an LTL property corresponding to the re-
quirement of the example. The property specifies the fact that it
should always be the case that should anUser named u exist in the
space, eventually she is able to reach the printer (which contains
her printout) through unlocked doors (or rooms):

□
(
Useru → ⋄Useru ℜ(Room? ∨ Door? .(Unlocked) Printer? .(Jobu)

)
.

The property specification is finally verified against the KS K
describing the evolution of the system over time, discovering pos-
sible states that represent violations using standard explicit-state
verification techniques, for which on-the-fly checking is also pos-
sible [27]. For the evaluation of state predicates of LTL formulae,
the spatial fragment of our approach is invoked. Note that we can
specify as usual any kind of an LTL property, where spatial predi-
cates are terms. The sequence of states shown in Fig. 3 violates the
property stated for user cleo, as the spatial term after the eventually
operator (for u : cleo) is never true in the execution; intuitively, the

Room she is located in Fig. 1 has a locked door, and thus she cannot
reach the printer where her Job is located (state c of Fig.3).

6.3 Reasoning Complexity
When reasoning on evolving space-dependent systems as presented
in this paper, certain considerations on complexity of the proce-
dures involved must be taken into account. Specifically, one has
to consider the size of the bigraphical model, the spatial predica-
tion over the bigraphical closure model, the rewriting component
interpreting the BRS over a KS as well as temporal verification.
For engineering realistic-sized systems, one can configure the con-
stituents of our approach to obtain manageable complexity bounds.

Regarding the spatial fragment, the matching problem of bi-
graphs is related to the sub-graph isomorphism problem. Specifi-
cally, matching of place graphs can be reduced to sub-forest isomor-
phism; subsequently, a complete match can be computed by intro-
ducing extra constraints expressing matching of link graphs [43].
Both the sub-graph and sub-forest isomorphism problems are NP-
hard [45]. However, note that when bigraphs involved have a single
root, thematching problem can be reduced to an instance of sub-tree
isomorphism, solvable in polynomial time. In practice, this means
absence of juxtaposition of bigraphs in reaction rules (operator ∥ of
Formula 1e). Note that the reactions jobToSpool and jobToPrinter pre-
sented utilize multiple roots, since the Spool resides in a different
hierarchy, the position of which may not be known. An alternative
modeling strategy could put the spool inside its respective Printer,
thus avoiding specification of a bigraph juxtaposition in a reaction
rule. Regarding evaluation of spatial predicates, the complexity of
SLCS evaluation is linear in the product of the number of nodes and
edges of the closure model and size of the spatial formula [10, 11].

Several combinations of a spatial logic (such as SLCS) with a
temporal logic are possible, with quite different properties of the
resulting combination regarding expressiveness, decidability and
complexity [24]. In the context of this paper, we focus on a combi-
nation where temporal operators can be applied to spatial terms,
but not the other way round [23] i.e., spatial operators cannot be
applied to temporal terms. The rationale behind this constrained
interaction between spatial and temporal aspects is twofold. Firstly,
it represents the elementary step in adding a temporal dimension
to a spatial logic, and more complex interactions with varying
properties can be considered further. Secondly, by such a compo-
sition satisfiability of the logic as presented in Formulae 19a-19b
is PSPACE-complete [34]. Overall, this interaction has been cho-
sen since it proved in our experiments to be sufficiently powerful
to express requirements and it supports practical verification.

7 EVALUATION
To provide tool support and a proof-of-concept implementation
of our approach to modeling and reasoning about evolving cyber-
physical systems, we realized a prototypical toolchain integrating
bigraphical matching and rewriting, the SLCS topochecker [11]
and LTL model checking. Thereupon, we evaluate our approach
using a scenario concerning UAV emergency response in a smart
city as a case study (Sec. 7.1). Our evaluation goals are twofold:
First, we focus on the applicability of our approach, modeling the
smart city’s space as well as its dynamics in Sec. 7.2, and demon-
strating the reasoning facilities of our approach for two analysis
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scenarios exposing typical design challenges in Sec. 7.3. Second, we
demonstrate the scalability of our reasoning framework and present
experimental results obtained from the case study in Sec. 7.4. We
conclude with a critical discussion in Sec. 7.5.

7.1 Case Study:
UAV Emergency Response in a Smart City

Unmanned Airborne Vehicles (UAVs) can be used as radio relay plat-
forms in environments characterized by poor connectivity. These
environments can be regions where no global connectivity exists,
e.g. due to a disaster or even absence of line of sight between
ground transmitters and receivers. We consider a setting of UAV-
carried communication infrastructure [53] in a disaster scenario for
smart city applications such as emergency response. The setting
we present, including the model and its dynamics is a generalized
case [18] which can be concretized for a variety of urban warfare,
search and rescue, homeland security or surveillance scenarios
where autonomous UAVs operate in a space-dependent environ-
ment and global system properties need to be formally verified.

Communication is disabled in a city due to a disaster; search
and rescue must be performed. Parts of the city may be unsafe, and
victims may be stranded in various locations. Autonomous UAVs
are dispatched to locate and provide communication infrastructure
to victims, leading them to safety. This scenario fits our reasoning
approach particularly well. This is because UAVs move in the city
environment in specific ways, utilizing global knowledge of the city
map and local knowledge (limited by e.g. line of sight) of positions of
neighbouring UAVs and victims. UAVs carry short-range antennae,
and victims are able to connect when they are in the vicinity. If
a UAV is close to a victim, it can lead her to a safe zone. A safe
zone is some part of the city which can lead to a hospital. To utilize
our approach, the designer specifies the model, the ways UAVs
can move and desired properties of the system, specification steps
illustrated in the following.

7.2 Modeling Space and its Dynamics
We obtain a bigraphical model of space for our smart city case
study in two steps. To obtain the basic topological structure of
a city, we automatically extract a bigraph from city models de-
scribed in CityGML [29], a widely used XML-based standard for
the exchange of city models. Subsequently, further entities of in-
terest such as UAVs and disaster victims are placed in that model.
A conceptual representation of the topological structure extracted
from a CityGML model with 20 buildings is illustrated in Fig. 4.
A 2D projection of the roads and buildings is shown in light grey
in the background, while the conceptual bigraphical structure is
shown in the foreground. The bigraph exposes the following plac-
ing structure: A City node serves as root of the extracted bigraph.
It contains nodes of type Road which in turn contain nodes of type
RoadSegment and Crossroad, a road segment representing the part
of a road between two crossroads. Moreover, a City node contains
nodes of type Block, a block representing the area surrounded by
road segments. Blocks may contain an arbitrary number of Building
nodes, each one representing a building. Auxiliary nodes (e.g. for
City and Road) are not shown in Fig. 4 for sake of readability.
Likewise, we abstain from presenting conceptual node attributes,
notably the function of a building (e.g. hospital, airport, residential,

etc.). As for the linking structure of the extracted bigraph, each
building is connected to the building next to it (represented by blue
links in Fig. 4), and to a block’s surrounding road segment if it is
located in the respective block boundary (represented by green
links). Moreover, road segments are linked to the crossroads being
connected by that road segment (represented by red links).
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Figure 4: Bigraphical structure representation extracted
from a city model with 20 buildings.

Subsequently, we model the changes inherent in the scenario.
Movements of UAVs in the city environment must take into account
key safety requirements, such as collision avoidance and boundary
control [18]. UAV’s may not fly over certain buildings (e.g. hospitals)
and actively avoid collisions by avoiding to enter an area (e.g. a
street) where another UAV is located. Specifically, UAVs generally
move in accordance to the following rules; (i) from building to
building, (ii) from building to road segment, (iii) from road segment
(or crossroad) to another road segment (or crossroad) and (iv) from
road segment to building. Conditions of movements include city
no-fly zones and collision avoidance guards; no two UAVs should
be over the same building, road segment or crossroad. Victims
located by UAVs move with them until a safe zone is reached. Such
changes are parametrically encoded in a BRS augmentedwith global
application conditions.

7.3 Analysis Scenarios and Verification
In this section, we demonstrate the applicability of our reasoning
facilities by considering two analysis scenarios of our case study, (A)
verification of system requirements in early stages of design, and
(B) analysis of simulation or historical output using trace checking.

7.3.1 Scenario A: Verification of System Requirements. Normally,
UAVs follow some path planning strategy [42]; from all possible
movements of a UAV at any point, a strategy selects the optimal,
based on the strategy and local environmental conditions. More-
over, interesting problems arise with target search and surveillance
scenarios, which can lead to complex controller algorithms [18]. We
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are not concerned with the design of a controller here, but with ver-
ifying properties of the system which concern any spatio-temporal
decisions that the system of UAVs may take, operating in a city
environment. Behaviors that may violate a global property of the
system must be investigated, so every possible system behavior
must be verified, possibly with an overall goal of using violating
sequences to learn (or debug) a controller strategy. We consider
a generic global requirement of the system, which states that if
victims exist in the city, eventually all victims are safe. An LTL
property encoding the requirement is found in Formula 21. Such a
property can be used to validate the domain modeling, by verifying
that the model and dynamics specified indeed lead to a valid system.

□(Victim → ⋄¬Building? .(Victim | −0)) (21)
∧ Victim ℜ(RoadSegment ∨ Crossroad) Hospital.(−1)).

Note that verification in such a use case can bootstrap planning for
adaptation; knowledge of the potential evolutions of the system
can be a prerequisite for engineering adaptation at runtime. States
in the evolution of the system where a critical situation manifests
can be identified in advance, and countermeasures can be devised.

7.3.2 Scenario B: Trace Checking. In another scenario, given the
model presented, we may be interested in verifying some property
of an execution of the system. This execution may originate from
historical behaviors of a deployed system or a simulation, as is
typical in UAV controller design. In such a case, the evaluation
model consists of a trace of spatial configurations and our approach
can be used to verify a spatio-temporal trace property.

For instance, we may be interested in evaluating some UAV
swarm planning algorithm, that claims to ensure that path plans
for UAVs result in passes by points of interest of the space not
too often. This "clumping" problem is encountered in a variety
of domains [13, 35]. The property of Formula 22, describes the
situation where a UAVk in a Building is found near (with some
degree of nearness n) to some other UAVv, occurring twice while a
Victim is not present. Given the equivalenceψ W ϕ = (□ψ )∨ (ψ U ϕ)
and relevant spatial predicates π and ξ below, we can encode it as
bounded existence in LTL.

π = (NnUAVk .(−2)) ∧ UAVv .(−1),
ξ = ¬Building? .(UAVv .(−1) | Victim | −0) :
⋄ ξ → (¬ξ U (ξ ∧ (¬π W (π W (¬π W (π W □¬π )))))). (22)

7.4 Experimental Results
To obtain suitable datasets for our experiments, we automatically
generate CityGML models using Random3Dcity [3] and transform
them into bigraphs, into which we randomly insert UAVs and vic-
tims. Bigraphical model sizes for three cities of different size are
presented in Table 1; column Bigraph refers to the number of nodes
and links in the corresponding bigraphs. The city models, BRS and
property specifications are available at [49].

To conduct experiments for Scenario A, we interpret a BRS encod-
ing UAV movements as a KS. At every state, for each possible move-
ment of every UAV, the UAV performs the movement if possible,
i.e. there is a match of the corresponding reaction rule’s redex and
global application conditions are fulfilled in the induced bigraphical
closure model of the state. If a state reflecting the produced config-
uration does not exist in the KS, it is created. The process continues

Table 1: Experimental setup and results of the UAV disaster
scenario for system verification and trace checking.

Bigraph
KS Analysis Trace Analysis

Size Scenario A Size Scenario B

city1 301 137(206) 256 sec 137 14 sec
city2 534 383(525) 9 min 383 55 sec
city3 670 1258(1845) 67 min 1258 307 sec

until no new states are produced – the KS fully interprets the BRS1.
Subsequently, we proceed to verify the property of Formula 21. In
our experimental setup, we consider 10 disaster victims along with
5 autonomous UAVs which roam in test cities of different sizes. Col-
umn KS size of Table 1 refers to states (and transitions) of the Kripke
structure obtained from a BRS. Experiments were conducted on an
Intel 2.5GHz processor; execution times are reported in column 4 of
Table 1. Note that analysis times reflect the total time taken, which
includes i) interpretation of the BRS augmented with global spatial
application conditions, ii) spatial and iii) LTL model checking.

For Scenario B involving trace checking, we randomly generate
a sequence of UAV movements for each city (column 5), using the
same datasets and basic experimental setup as for Scenario A – the
trace size in each city is intended to allow comparison with a KS of
same state size. Spatio-temporal verification times of the properties
of Formula 22 upon each trace are reported in column 6 of Table 1.

7.5 Discussion
We have demonstrated that by using our framework, powerful rea-
soning can be supported over the BRS-based model of an evolving
space such as the smart city environment considered in our case
study. By utilizing both global and local application conditions
on reaction rules, we were able to encode complex primitives of
change. Moreover, regarding the interplay of spatial predicates with
temporal behavior, complex properties can be expressed. However,
from our experience modeling a complex, realistic case study as
the one presented and considering the perspective of practition-
ers aiming to use our approach, interfaces and tooling integration
would go a long way in supporting specification. On the other hand,
while our reference implementation is an unoptimized prototype,
experimental results indicate feasibility for relevant models.

As evident by the diversity of performance results for full BRS
interpretation and verification (of a KS – Scenario A) with respect
to only verification (in the form of trace checking – Scenario B), we
note that the biggest contributor to analysis overhead is the rate of
change in the BRS. This signifies that our approach of engineering
space-dependent systems is fit for design-time verification where
time can largely not be an issue, and on the other hand suggests
that trace checking (and runtime verification) is highly feasible.

8 RELATEDWORK
In this paper, we presented a methodology and framework where
the reasoning support is realized as an integration of fundamental
techniques. Consequently, we primarily classify related work into
two categories. First, we review theoretical foundations on formally
modeling space and its dynamics, positioning our work. Thereafter,
we discuss related approaches integrating spatio-temporal reason-
ing techniques with a focus on engineering dependable systems.
1It may also be bounded to a lookahead horizon, to address performance concerns.
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Topological relations have been traditionally considered in the
context of database systems, query languages [32] and logics for the
spatial data analysis in Geographical Information Systems [5]. The
focus has been in relations that exist between regions, lines, and
points of a geometric model [19, 20]. Additionally, query languages
for topological properties of spatial databases have been extensively
studied [39], and recent approaches have focused on several aspects
such as counting properties and path comparisons [22]. Conversely,
in our conception space is discrete and is modeled as a specific
graph structure arising from two relations that can be considered
topological, between arbitrary entities. In addition, spatial logics
have also been studied in the context of process calculi [8], where
the typical theme is predication against the structure of agents,
also with applications to graph databases [7]. However, our choice
of using a spatial logic of closure spaces over some other logic is
multifold. Closure spaces are a generic mathematical framework
which for our purposes serves as the interface between arbitrary
binary relations and our modeling formalism. Moreover, the choice
of bigraphs, a formalism based on graph structures is motivated by
its well-defined dynamics semantics; BRS (and graph transforma-
tion systems in general), can subsume other formalisms which deal
with change such as process calculi, for engineering applications.
Overall, all constituents of our approach are compatible with each
other since they are based on elementary relations of entities, the
basic building block being graphs inducing quasi-discrete spaces.

In our approach, for the spatial fragment we build upon the work
of Ciancia et al. on spatial logics [11, 12], configuring the SLCS logic
over evolving models of space built from bigraphical structures and
used for components such as spatial model checking and rewriting
application conditions. SLCS was proposed for quasi-discrete clo-
sure spaces, and applications have arisen on grid-like structures of
space. However, the underlying model for evaluating the satisfac-
tion relation in our case is a bigraphical closure model. Moreover,
our contribution is the integration of the two ways of predicating; a
powerful selection of entities through bigraph matching is used as
propositions in the context of SLCS used to predicate over relations
in space. An extension of [11] was used [10] for spatio-temporal
reasoning, using CTL as the temporal fragment; however, in con-
trast to our work, the model of space at each state of the Kripke
Structure is fixed, there is no concept of modeling dynamics and
only primitive propositions (i.e., not patterns) are considered.

Bigraphical-specific Bilog [15] has been proposed as composi-
tion of two logics, a place graph and a link graph logic, enabling
unified predication over both structures. A subset has been imple-
mented [44], where a class of predicates is checked by reduction to
bigraph matching. The closure space-based approach we utilize is
generic, guarantees compatibility with the underlying graph rep-
resentation and flexibility regarding existing tools and reasoning
methods. In the approach reflected in this paper, graphs are found
in states of a transition system representing behavior – this model
is then checked against a logic specification. Graph-interpreted
temporal logics in graph transition systems are studied in [25] gen-
erally, where a decision procedure is also provided. We note that
compositional verification with graph transformation [30] would
enable reasoning on incomplete behavioral specifications of evolv-
ing CPSp, something we identify as future work. Klein and Giese
propose a visual approach for jointly specifying structural and

temporal properties using Timed Story Scenario Diagrams [33], ab-
staining from use of both spatial and temporal logics by specifying
temporal properties as sets of valid orderings of structural patterns,
restricting the approach to specification of local spatial properties.

In addition to theoretical advances, CPS have motivated appli-
cations of spatio-temporal reasoning. The subject of topology of
cyber and physical spaces has been previously studied. In previous
work [52], we considered the Ambient Calculus [9], and moved
to bigraphs as a meta-calculus allowing for more expressiveness
and complex reconfiguration operators within adaptive security
in cyber-physical systems [51]. However, spatial predicates used
were locally bounded. In [47], a combination of metric and spatial
logics has been proposed for verification of safety properties in CPS.
In [46], a composition of a topologic and temporal logic is presented
over hybrid automata. A combination of CTL and SLCS is devel-
oped [13] to study bike sharing systems while runtime verification
of spatio-temporal behaviors of complex systems is studied in [38],
extending Signal Spatio-Temporal Logic with SLCS. In contrast to
these approaches, we focus on combining evolving spaces with
spatio-temporal verification. However to the best of our knowledge,
integration of spatio-temporal and evolutionary dimensions with a
focus on engineering dependable systems has not been considered.

9 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a methodology and technical framework
for engineering evolving cyber-physical spaces with a particular
focus on modeling and verification. We used bigraphs and an ex-
tended form of Bigraphical Reactive Systems to model space and
its dynamics. Concerning analysis and verification, such a reactive
system is interpreted as a Kripke Structure representing an evolving
space, thus enabling explicit-state verification of properties of inter-
est. Such properties involve both spatial and temporal aspects. We
restrict the combination of the components of our framework such
that complexity of spatio-temporal reasoning in evolving spaces
is manageable. We demonstrated the applicability of our approach
by considering modeling and verification of a disaster scenario in a
smart city environment, and presented experimental results of the
scalability of the procedures involved for different city model sizes.

Although our work has been motivated by emerging problems in
engineering dependable cyber-physical spaces, the notion of discrete
space as treated in this paper may be considered as a fundamental
concept and basic principle of abstraction in many areas of com-
puting. Network topologies, object-oriented program structures or
software architectures are traditional examples which inherently
build on an abstract notion of discrete space. In fact, bigraphs and
BRS have been adopted, e.g., for modeling cloud workload spec-
ifications [48], socio-technical and human behavior aspects [2],
network protocols [6], and software architectures [41]. To that end,
we believe that our approach can be applied in a much broader
scope to generally tackle a considerable amount of the manifold
challenges arising from engineering dependable evolving systems.
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